Traditional video communication systems offer a very limited experience of eye contact due to the offset between cameras and the screen. In response, we present EyeGaze, which uses multiple Kinect cameras to generate a 3D model of the user, and then renders a virtual camera angle giving the user an experience of eye contact. As a novel approach, we use concepts from KinectFusion, such as a volumetric voxel data representation and GPU accelerated ray tracing for viewpoint rendering. This achieves detail from a noisy source, and allows the real-time video output to be a composite of old and new data. We frame our work in literature on eye contact and previous approaches to supporting it over video. We then describe EyeGaze, and an empirical study comparing it with communication face-to-face or over traditional video. The study shows that while face-to-face is still superior, EyeGaze has added value over traditional video in terms of eye contact, involvement, turn-taking and co-presence.
INTRODUCTION
Eye contact plays an important role in interpersonal face-to-face communication. It is used to provide information, regulate interaction, expressing intimacy, exercising social control, and facilitating service tasks [12] . Contemporary video communication systems, however, offer very limited experience of eye contact with a remote person. This is caused by a fundamental limitation in the way such systems can practically be set up, with cameras placed at the edge of our displays, and not behind or in front of it, which causes an offset between the remote person's actual and apparent viewing angle since one cannot be looking at the screen and straight into the camera at the same time. According to Stokes [28] if this offset is greater than 5 degrees, at conversational distance, then the experience of eye contact is lost. Instead, the remote person appears to be looking slightly upwards or downwards, depending on the position of the camera below or above the screen, when in fact they are looking straight at their communication partner on the screen. Put simply, in order to create an experience of eye contact over video, the camera must be placed where the remote person's eyes are displayed on the screen. This requirement is obviously challenging because it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to place a physical camera in that position, as it would either occlude, or be occluded by, the screen. What is needed, we suggest, is a way of rendering a virtual camera view from the would-be physical position of the remote conversation partner, behind the screen on which they are displayed. This, we believe, can be achieved by merging the output from a number of cameras placed along the edges of the screen in real time. While others have also explored this idea, and reported promising results, several challenges remain, and no approach has, to our knowledge, been established that renders a live virtual camera view in a usable quality.
With the introduction of Microsoft's Kinect camera it is now much easier and cheaper to capture a physical environment into a 3D model in real time than just a few years ago. Having a physical environment represented as a real time 3D model, we can render views into this environment from any camera perspective desired. We can also move our point of view dynamically, and we can have multiple views from different viewing perspectives. Thereby we can overcome the limitations of physical camera placement, and make this merely a question of coverage, rather than compromise between factors such as placement, focal length and field-of-view, as described in Paay et al. 2011 [22] .
In this paper we present such a novel gaze enabling video system called EyeGaze. The system takes live depth data from multiple Kinect cameras and renders a virtual camera view in real time. EyeGaze use advanced 3D reconstruction models and data representations. This allows us to use data from several cameras to continuously refine the 3D model over time. We describe the EyeGaze system and illustrate the value of our approach on the on the quality of the rendering output and systems performance. We then present an empirical study of the experience of using EyeGaze compared to communicating face-to-face and over a traditional video communication system.
RELATED WORK
Our research builds on related work on face gaze and eye contact, spatially arranged video conferencing and virtual viewpoints.
Face Gaze and Eye Contact
Face gaze and eye contact has been subject of research in social psychology since the mid 1960s. In a detailed review [12] Chris Kleinke demonstrates the significance of face gaze and eye contact in human relationships and communication.
Firstly, people's gazing behaviours have been shown to influence other people's judgements of liking/attraction, attentiveness, competence social skills, credibility, and dominance, and also as an expression of the intensity of their feelings, and of their intimacy. For example, people reportedly like each other more when sharing moderate amounts of gaze and eye contact, over constant or no gaze or eye contact, and use this as a cue in social interactions with each other [1, 10, 26] . People also perceive others as being more sincere and attentive in personal and social conversations, and intelligent or competent in public situations when their mutual gaze and eye contact is high. Conversely, low levels of gaze and eye contact have been found to communicate inattentiveness, non-involvement, lack of credibility, and even suspiciousness and depression.
Secondly, gazing behaviour has been shown to provide an important regulatory function in communication, such as turn taking and synchronization between verbal and kinesic behaviours. For example, Kendon [11] found that speakers tend to end utterances with a prolonged gaze as a turn-yielding cue, and Duncan and Niederehe [4] found that breaking eye contact with a speaker communicated intention to speak. Similarly, Levine and Sutton-Smith [13] found that eye contact aversion before speaking is useful for collecting one's thoughts, while eye contact after speaking communicates that one is listening to feedback.
As a third notable factor, gaze and eye contact has been shown to have an important social control function in relation to acts like persuasion, deception, ingratiation, threat, dominance, avoidance, and compliance. For example, it was found that people tend to increase gaze and eye contact when instructed to be persuasive [18] , or when lying [17] . Others have found that in situations with aggression and anger, gaze functions to communicate threat and dominance during conversations and defence of personal space [e.g. 5]. Conversely, avoiding gaze in such situations has been shown to indicate submissiveness and conciliation [e.g. 15].
Finally, research has pointed to a "service-task" function of gazing behaviour in interpersonal communication, applying more to achieving specific goals and outcomes of an interaction rather than to its intimacy or other affective qualities [24] . Service-tasks fall in two categories: seeking information and facilitating communication. In seeking information, gaze and eye contact is used to focus one's attention towards a speaker or a person of interest, for example when seeking feedback on a previous utterance, or establishing contact with a stranger [25] . In facilitating communication, gaze and eye contact enhance people's comfort, with the literature generally reporting preference for faceto-face conversations over the use of video-or telephones. Gaze and eye contact has also been found to enhance teaching and learning by facilitating better participation and satisfaction [12] . Finally, it has been found to foster better cooperation, with people engaging in longer eye contact when cooperating than when competing [6] , and being better at negotiating and compromising face-to-face than over the phone [12] .
In summary, gaze and eye contact play several important roles in interpersonal communication. When communicating over video, however, these are largely lost.
Spatially Arranged Video Conferencing
One of the earliest examples of responding to the spatial drawbacks of video communication is the Hydra system from the early 1990s by Sellen, Buxton and Arnott [27] . Hydra supports multiparty meetings preserving the participants' personal space and spatial arrangement. This is done by placing Hydra units around a meeting table, where the other participants would otherwise have been seated. Each Hydra unit has a camera, monitor and speaker, acting in effect as "video surrogates" for the other participants. This conveys conversational acts such as face and eye gaze in a meaningful way to those in the meeting.
Building on the fundamental thinking behind Hydra, more recent research in video conferencing has involved the creation of socalled "blended interaction spaces" where the physical placement of displays, cameras and furniture is used to create the experience of two or more physical locations blending into one. The underlying philosophy of this is that blended spaces may create a more natural video-mediated communication situation, allowing for the use of spatial gestures, such as pointing, and, to some degree, facilitate the use of face and eye gaze. From this perspective, O'Hara et al. [20] analysed a commercial blended space video conferencing system, HP Halo, to understand its essential properties. Halo is designed primarily for business meetings of up to 12 participants distributed, ideally, over two locations. The setup consists of two identical rooms with a long curved table divided into three sections with two seats each. The table is placed in front of a wall with three large widescreen displays mounted side-by-side. On top of each display, a highresolution video camera feeds into the corresponding display in the other room. When in operation, people in the other room are displayed in life size as if they were sitting physically at the other side of a conference table. While Halo does not support eye contact, due to the offset between cameras and screens, the setup does support a higher level of spatial gestures and even to some extent face gaze due to the identical setups, and the distance to the cameras. This alone reportedly creates an experience closer to being in the same room.
Subsequently, Paay et al. [22] used their experience with the analysis of HP Halo to develop a shared digital workspace facilitating hands-on collaboration with shared applications and digital information across two physical locations, called BISi. In this work they observed that the most important factor in creating the experience of a blended space is the very precise setup of camera views. In addition, they found that the optimal camera view for their setup might be from one or more cameras placed several metres behind the displays. They also speculate that such view, while obviously not possible with a physical camera, might be obtained through the use of virtual camera technology. However, this is not explored in the BISi prototype. Instead, the effect of blending was created through detailed positioning of the cameras, shaping and placing the furniture to match their focal length and field-of-view, and by introducing physical constraints, such as a table leg where not structurally needed, and a false wall behind the chairs, discouraging people from sitting in camera blind spots or where camera views overlap.
Also in the area of blended spaces, Nguyen et al. [19] developed MultiView, which is a video conferencing setup designed for multiple participants. MultiView distinguishes itself from Halo and BISi by using a specially designed screen with a retro reflective surface to display different video feeds to different users. This allows MultiView to present people with views into a remote location from their own specific visual perspective, rather than from one or more offset perspectives as in Halo and BISi. To achieve this, MultiView makes use of one camera and projector per participant. While a promising approach to separating video output to multiple viewers, which is important for enabling multiple people in the same room to experience eye contact, however, the approach does not solve the offset issue of camera placement on the input side, described earlier.
Virtual Viewpoints
As an alternative to the use of raw camera feeds, research in computer vision and 3D graphics has explored the possibility of rendering live virtual viewpoints. This research includes different uses and combinations of RGB and depth sensing cameras.
An early example of manipulating data from RGB cameras is Ott et al. [21] who calculate a virtual camera view based on stereoscopic analysis. This is done by calculating pixel correspondence between the two views and then rotating one of them according to a disparity map. Later approaches introduce an intermediate step of creating a texturized model of the user, which can be used for output rendering. This typically involves a predefined heavily simplified head model and mapping the texture from one or more cameras to the model. Examples of this approach include Yoon and Lee [30] who use an ellipsoid head model to allow for a computationally fast algorithm. Improving quality and realism Yang and Zhang [29] use a personalised head model. Also using RGB cameras, Gemmell et al. [8] uses a hybrid model combining an avatar and a generic approximation of the user's face and eyes rendered on basis of the captured video feed.
As an example of the use of depth sensing cameras, Zhu et al. [31] combines three RGB cameras with a depth sensor. This makes them able to combine stereo matching with depth data resulting in a 3D point cloud of the user. Data from all RGB cameras are then used for texturing. A very recent contribution is that of Kuster et al. [13] who uses a single Kinect camera for gaze correction of a person. This is done by obtaining an RGB video feed and a 3D capture of the face. Using facial recognition they are then able to isolate the face and reapply a rotated facial texture on top of the video frame, making it seem as if the person is looking straight at the camera. Maimone and Fuchs [16] takes a different approach and present a setup where an entire physical environment is captured in 3D by depth sensors in real time, and virtual viewpoints rendered and displayed on 3D screens. This is done using a number of Kinect cameras for real time merging of the texturized depth input from the cameras, colour matching and eye tracking. Their system uses a frame-by-frame model-generating algorithm where all data obtained is overwritten by the next frame. Hole filling is done on the data from each Kinect without taking data from the other Kinects into account. Missing edges on rendered objects are not recreated or refined over time, but only rendered in frames where data is available.
EYEGAZE
Our system, EyeGaze, allows eye contact and face gaze between two people over video by creating visually realistic representations of the users from virtual camera views and rendering it in real time ( Figure 1) . Building on the work by Maimone and Fuchs [16] , we have focussed our technical efforts on using a volumetric data representation. Specifically, we use a voxel data representation, which allows us to merge data from several Microsoft Kinect depth cameras, and improve the quality and completeness of the 3D model over time by only removing data when we are sure it is no longer up to date. In order to achieve high frame rates, we have constructed a GPU accelerated ray tracer that renders the model stored in the voxel grid and texturizes it using the RGB data captured by the Kinect. In the following sections we describe the details of the EyeGaze system and how we have approached some of the technical challenges encountered.
Volumetric Representation
Using off-the-shelf depth capturing cameras such as the Kinect involves some challenges with data quality. Other studies have shown that the accuracy of depth data obtained from a Kinect camera degrades quadratically with distance [16] . This means that depth accuracy at 2 metres is about 4 cm. Furthermore, the depth data obtained may be incomplete or containing erroneous measures (deviations from the actual surface). This is especially the case for surfaces orthogonal to the camera, or surfaces that are semi-transparent. In order to render a satisfactory image of a person in front of the camera, our system must therefore be able to handle such incomplete and erroneous data, and ensure that it does not seriously affect the quality of the model generated.
Another requirement is that we can move our viewpoint as freely as possible, such that we can support head tracking and exploration. This requirement has several implications for our data structure: a) new information should only replace old information if the two are mutually exclusive. b) we should faithfully represent the recorded 3D surfaces, such that the spatial arrangement of the scene is intact. c) we must be able to handle multiple Kinects, for optimal coverage of the scene.
We take inspiration from Izadi et al. [9] who has designed and implemented a high-resolution 3D scanner, KinectFusion, using a single handheld Kinect Sensor. KinectFusion utilizes a Truncated Signed Distance Function (TSDF), based on the Signed Distance Function presented by Curless et al. [3] , as a data structure storing object surfaces as implicit surfaces through surface distances. Izadi et al. assumes that the object in question is static, which allows them to refine the surface to millimetre precision with each new frame of information. The SDF, and its truncated version (the TSDF), are incremental and order-independent when updated. The surface distance is a weighted average over several frames, resulting in an image that is less affected by noise since range uncertainties are averaged out over frames while actual depth discontinuities (such as the jump from background to foreground objects) are preserved. This eliminates the need for separate algorithms for large holes in the rendering where data is scarce or extremely noisy, since these will be averaged out quickly, at the expense of a slightly imprecise rendering during fast movement.
A feature of the TSDF is that of selective updating of distances. Using this feature, we can preserve information in the 3D model, which has become obstructed, such as surface information for backgrounds or for the upper body of people while obscured by their arms. Finally, the use of the SDF carries no restriction on the type of model encoded. There is no assumption that the model is a person, an object or a room. Using an SDF, or TSDF, has thus several advantages over treating each camera and image frame as a separate textured model as done by, for example, Maimone & Fuchs [16] . Rendering each frame and camera independently, while faster, would mean that old information is not preserved. In order to capture the background, dedicated cameras must be used.
Merging camera inputs into the voxel grid
The graphics pipeline of EyeGaze has two parts: 1) a merging algorithm storing data from cameras in the voxel grid, and 2) an engine for ray tracing the scene from a remote user's perspective.
The merging algorithm relies on known static pose (position and orientation) of each Kinect sensor. This can easily be computed using various Computer Vision techniques. For calibration we used a checkerboard pattern with 117 corner points, captured by each Kinect sensor. These corner points were transformed into point clouds and transformation matrices between a known pose of a single Kinect and each unknown Kinect was computed through the use of an Iterative Closest Point algorithm. The algorithm captures depth frames from all Kinects, and then for each Kinect transform the voxels into camera space and project them into 2D positions on the Kinect camera's depth frame. It then calculates the distance between the voxel and the surface observed by the Kinect camera, and finally average the surface distances obtained from the depth frames with the weighted distance obtained from the voxel's truncated SDF value, and store it in the grid.
GPU Accelerated Voxel Representation
In order to achieve higher frame rates, all operations performed on the voxel grid are done on the GPU, with the voxel grid stored persistently on the GPU. Doing so means that only depth and RGB frames from each Kinect camera needs to be transferred, resulting in much less data than if we were transferring the entire voxel grid. The voxel grid is stored efficiently as a single dimensional array on the GPU, similar to KinectFusion.
Truncated Signed Distance Function (TSDF)
We capture and merge depth frames into the SDF to enrich the detail and update moving objects. Like Izadi et al. [9] , we truncate the SDF such that only voxels within a truncation distance from the surface are encoded with a distance. Each voxel is transformed into camera coordinates, and then perspective-projected such that depth value can be extracted from the depth frame. It is then updated by calculating the weighted average between the existing distance value, and the new distance value estimated from the Kinect depth frame. Since we are not dealing with a static scene, objects and people can move and thus their old data should be deleted. We are interested in retaining as much information as possible, which means that all voxels between the surface and the camera are updated with their distance value and truncated to a max value. Voxels within the truncation distance behind the surface are also updated, however voxels farther away is left with their old values, thus preserving their data. The top row shows the output from the RGB camera. The middle row shows the corresponding 3D models generated from the depth camera. In the bottom row we have rotated the 3D models to view the face straight on. This illustrates that they are both incomplete, but also that they are complementary and partly overlapping, with each missing data that is contained in the other. Figure 5b shows the merged 3D model created from the two depth cameras and stored in the SDF. The merged model is then ray traced and texturised with colours obtained from the Kinects' RGB cameras.
Ray Tracing
In order to obtain live video output we have constructed a GPU accelerated ray tracer that renders the 3D model stored in the voxel grid by interpolating the surface. We use trilinear interpolation to estimate the surface zero crossing and to generate the surface normal for texturing. We also adopt an interactive ray tracing method for isosurface rendering [23] as well as quick approximation of the ray length to the zero crossing [9] to reduce the number of interpolations needed. Because natural light is a part of the texture, we do not need virtual lighting as in a traditional ray tracer. This has great advantages for performance.
Once an intersection has been found, the challenge is to decide which Kinect RGB camera should provide the texturing colour for this point. Each point in the scene may be captured by more than one Kinect, and thus we need to identify what Kinect has the best view of it. We base this decision on the angle between the surface normal of the intersection point and the vectors of the Kinect cameras, as illustrated in Figure 3 . Knowing the surface normal (n) of the point p, and the vector of each Kinect (a and b) we can identify what Kinect has the smallest angle of disparity, and hence the best view of p. In this example, the angle between n and b is smaller than the angle between n and a, telling us that the camera on the right side of the figure has the best data for texturing. The position of p is then transformed into the camera space for that Kinect, and perspective-projected, so that we acquire the pixel coordinates (x, y) to lookup data in the RGB image captured by it.
QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE
In the following we discuss the quality and performance of EyeGaze. For the purpose of comparison, the images in Figure 4 show the output from a traditional webcam placed on top of the screen (a), the merged 3D model stored in the SDF (b), and rendered video from EyeGaze (c and d). As Figure 4c and 4d show, EyeGaze is capable of producing a high quality virtual camera view of the user's head and torso in good detail and enabling the experience of eye contact and face gaze. The difference between using one or two cameras for texturing is that two cameras provide more detail in "shaded" areas such as under the chin and in the eye sockets (Figure 4d ), while using only one camera results in those areas being blurred ( Figure 4c ). As can be seen in Figure 4d , our current texturing from two cameras does, however, create a bit of colouring-noise, requiring some correctional filtering, as in [16] .
EyeGaze is able to capture, model and render with an average time lag of less than 40ms. This means that the system is experienced as working in real time. The rendered video also has minimal flickering along borders of objects, unlike [16] , which contributes to a smoother video stream. Using multiple Kinect cameras, EyeGaze can reliably capture enough perspective of the user's face and torso to render a realistic face-on view with very little missing data in each video frame. Due to volumetric data representation, EyeGaze "remembers" objects that are temporarily occluded, which minimizes frames with missing data.
Model quality
Using a volumetric approach for storing information about the users and the background allows us to achieve a high quality image from a noisy input source. This is illustrated in Figure 4c /d where we see that the model has very little missing data due to the volumetric approach allows us to compensate for the lack of data in one frame by reusing information from a previous one.
Frame rate
For our current prototype implementation the merging and ray tracing implementations are alternating in execution, limiting the output video to at or below the 30 FPS of the Kinect cameras which are polled for frames in serial. Running EyeGaze on a computer with a single Nvidia GeForce GTX 770 graphics card at 1080p and a voxel resolution of 512 3 voxels currently allows the video to be rendered at 25 FPS, with some frames from the Kinect sensor being skipped due to timing constraints. While the frame rate does not match the performance in [16] they are still promising given the computation required for merging data from two depth cameras into a joint 3D model and then rendering a video of it at those resolutions. The cause of limited frame rate is thus to be found in the specific hardware and pipeline used for rendering, rather than in our underlying approach, we are certain about being able to achieve higher performance with a more asynchronous rendering pipeline. Another step that could be taken is to more sparsely update the voxel grid, such that truncated voxels are not re-truncated on each frame.
EMPIRICAL STUDY
We have compared the experience of EyeGaze to face-to-face communication and the use of Skype through a within-subject laboratory experiment with 30 participants (8 females) with randomized order of the three conditions. The participants were grouped in pairs of two and given a selection of discussion topics to engage with each other in. They then spent fifteen minutes talking to each other, equally distributed on the three conditions. For the face-to-face condition the participants were seated across from each other at a meeting table. For the Skype and EyeGaze conditions they were seated in front of a display ( Figure 5 ).
Afterwards the participants each filled out a questionnaire. This was based on the one used by Garau et al. [7] to measure the impact of eye gaze on communication. It contained 20 statements, like "I had a real sense of personal contact with my conversationpartner". For each statement participants were asked to respond on a 9-point Likert scale from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree" for each condition. They were also asked to express for each statement which of the two video-mediated systems provided the best experience, on a 9-point scale from "Skype" to "EyeGaze". In our analysis we treated the Likert items as interval scales, allowing us to use descriptive and inferential statistics [2] . 
FINDINGS
In the following we present the findings from the empirical study. Overall, the findings show that the face-to-face condition always provided the best communication experience. This is followed by a general tendency towards EyeGaze providing a better experience than Skype, albeit in some areas only slightly. In reporting the findings we begin with the relative ratings of Skype and EyeGaze against each other. We then compare the mean ratings for all 20 questions across conditions. Lastly we go into details with four measures; eye contact, involvement, turn-taking, and co-presence, for which we found significant and otherwise notable differences.
Relative experience of Skype and EyeGaze
When asked to rate which of the two video-mediated conditions provided the best experience, the users expressed a preference for EyeGaze in 18 out of 20 questions. The two exemptions, where Skype rated higher than EyeGaze were Question 7, which asks if the conversation felt natural, and Question 12, which asks if the participants were easily distracted from the conversation. For these two questions Skype was and EyeGaze were rated almost equally. Performing a one-way ANOVA test on the averaged ratings for Skype and EyeGaze shows that this overall preference for EyeGaze is significant, F(1, 19) = 33.17, p<0.01. One-way ANOVA tests on the ratings for each individual question furthermore show a significant preference for EyeGaze over Skype on four specific questions. Firstly, participants rated EyeGaze significantly higher than Skype when asked if they had a good sense of eye contact (question 1), F(1, 29) = 6.64, p<0.05. This is an important finding as it shows that the participants experienced a notable difference in terms of eye contact in the two video-mediated systems. Secondly, participants rated EyeGaze significantly higher when asked if they felt absorbed in the conversation (question 11), F(1, 29) = 10.76, p<0.01. Thirdly, EyeGaze was rated significantly higher when participants were asked about their experienced awareness of their conversation partner (question 14), F(1, 29) = 6.8, p<0.01, and finally when asked if their conversation partner seemed attentive (question 19), F(1, 29) = 4.28, p<0.05. For the remaining 14 questions with a preference towards EyeGaze this was not statistically significant. Figure 6 gives an overview of the responses to the questionnaire across the three conditions of Face-to-face, Skype and EyeGaze. It shows the mean values for the participants' ratings of their experience with the three conditions in response to each of the 20 questions. Overall, looking at this figure shows that face-to-face was always rated higher than any of the two video-mediated conditions. This is to be expected as none of the two videomediated conditions are close to replicating the actual experience of being together in the same room. It is also evident that there is a general tendency for EyeGaze to rate slightly higher than Skype, and that Skype never rated higher than EyeGaze. This is also to be expected, as EyeGaze actually facilitates the experience of eye contact, while Skype does not. Especially for question 1, which specifically asks about the experience of eye contact, EyeGaze is rated a lot higher than Skype. Looking at the values for questions 15, 16 and 17 it is notable that these are very close to each other across conditions. These questions were all in the theme of "partner evaluation", showing that the perception of one's communication partner was not affected greatly by the ability to have eye contact. This is an unexpected finding as the literature tells us that eye contact typically leads to more positive perceptions of communication partners. Figure 7 show mean values for responses to question 1 where the participants were asked if they "had a good sense of eye contact with [their] conversation partner". In response to this face-to-face was rated highest and EyeGaze was rated higher than Skype.
Face-to-face, Skype and EyeGaze

Eye Contact
Figure 7: Sense of eye contact
Running a one-way ANOVA test on these responses showed that these differences between the three conditions are significant, F(2, 58) = 42.84, p<0.01. Furthermore, a Tukey HSD post hoc test shows that there was a significant difference between Skype and EyeGaze (p<0.01). This shows that participants experienced a better sense of eye contact when using EyeGaze than when using Skype, and confirms that the essential capability of our prototype system to facilitate eye contact was actually experienced by the participants. We also found significant differences between faceto-face and Skype (p<0.01), and face-to-face and EyeGaze (p<0.01). This shows that neither of the video-mediated conditions provided as good an experience of eye contact as face-to-face.
Involvement
We measured the participants' experience of involvement in the conversations through two questions derived from Garau et al. [7] inquiring into the participants' ability to keep track of and be absorbed in the conversation. Figure 8 show the mean values for responses to question 11 where the participants were asked if they "felt completely absorbed in the conversation". This shows, again, highest ratings for face-to-face, followed by EyeGaze, followed by Skype, and running a one-way ANOVA test show that these differences are significant F(2,58) = 25.93, p<0.01.
Figure 8: Feeling absorbed in the conversation
Furthermore, a Tukey HSD post hoc test shows that the difference between Skype and EyeGaze is also significant (p<0.05). This points to a stronger feeling of involvement in a conversation, in terms of feeling absorbed, when able to establish eye contact (EyeGaze) than when not (Skype). However, Tukey HSD post hoc tests also showed that the differences were significant between face-to-face and Skype (p<0.01) and face-to-face and EyeGaze (p<0.01), which shows that face-to-face is still superior to the two video-mediated conditions. The second question in relation to involvement, asking if the participants "found it easy to keep track of the conversation" showed no significant difference between EyeGaze and Skype, but only significant differences between face-to-face and the other two condition (p<0.01).
Turn-taking
We measured the effect on turn taking by asking if the participants felt they often interrupted their conversation partner (question 8). The mean value responses to this question are shown in Figure 9 .
Figure 9: Feeling interruptive in the conversation
While at first glance Skype and EyeGaze appear to be performing equally well, a one-way ANOVA test shows a significant difference between the three conditions, F(2, 58) = 3.76, p<0.05. Furthermore, Tukey HSD post hoc tests show that the difference between face-to-face and EyeGaze are not significant, while the difference between face-to-face and Skype is (p< 0.05). This means that EyeGaze performed more similar to face-to-face than Skype did in terms of facilitating turn-taking.
Co-presence
We measured the participants' experience of co-presence through two questions derived from Garau et al. [7] asking the participants were asked if they "had a real sense of personal contact with [their] conversation partner" and "was very aware of [their] conversation partner" (question 13 and 14) . Figure 10 show the mean values for responses to the Likert scale measurement summing up the results from this set of Likert items. This continues the trend towards higher ratings of the face-to-face condition, followed by EyeGaze, and with Skype being rated lowest, with the difference being significant when in a one-way ANOVA test F(2, 58) = 48.25, p<0.01.
Figure 10: Feeling co-present
However, although the mean value rating for EyeGaze was higher than for Skype, and the standard deviation lower, the difference between the two was significant in a Tukey HSD post hoc test. There was, however, significant difference between face-to-face and Skype (p<0.01) and face-to-face and EyeGaze (p<0.01). This confirms that the feeling of co-presence is very difficult to achieve over a video connection but also indicate some added value to this by facilitating the experience of eye contact.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We have presented EyeGaze, a novel gaze enabling video system that takes live depth data from two Microsoft Kinect cameras and renders a virtual camera view in real time. Our goal was to construct a two-way video link enabling the experience of eye contact and face gaze by means of virtual camera view renderings. We have shown that using two Kinects, volumetric voxel data representations, concepts from KinectFusion [9] , and exploring the power of GPUs for ray tracing, EyeGaze can create a visually convincing representation of a remote person from a virtual camera perspective enabling the experience of eye contact. EyeGaze renders this representation of the remote person in real time with low lag and promising frame rates.
We have conducted an empirical study comparing the user experience of EyeGaze to face-to-face communication and the use of Skype. As expected neither of the video-based systems performed as well as face-to-face in terms of the participants' subjective experience of the communication situation. This confirms the limitations of such technology reported in the literature, and fuels motivation for exploring ways of improving video-mediated communication further. Looking at the relative user experience ratings of the two video-mediated conditions, with and without eye contact, we found that EyeGaze was rated statistically significantly higher overall and on the four measures of sense of eye contact, feeling absorbed in the conversation, awareness, and experienced attentiveness of the communication partner. Looking at the experience ratings across face-to-face and video-mediated conditions we found that EyeGaze was rated statistically significantly higher on the three measures of eye contact, involvement, and co-presence. These are all factors of great importance in interpersonal communication and are known to suffer from mediating technology. Although one might perhaps have expected to see larger differences, finding any advances to these show that it is possible to improve the experience of videomediated interpersonal communication by enabling face gaze and eye contact like EyeGaze does.
Our work with EyeGaze opens several avenues for further work. Firstly, we are exploring the effect of rendering the virtual camera view from a dynamic set of coordinates matching the exact location of the viewer's eyes. We currently do this using the Kinects' built-in skeletal tracking, with promising results. Related to this we are also exploring the rendering of a stereoscopic image, and displaying this to the remote user on a 3D screen. Another potential is to render multiple perspectives for multiple remote viewers. This could be used to facilitate eye contact in meetings with several participants in a spatial arrangement similar to that of Hydra. If combined with multi-perspective screens [19] this could also be used to facilitate eye contact in meetings between groups of people, in a spatial arrangement similar to HP Halo and BISi.
Finally, technologies that enable eye contact over video should be studied "in the wild". Here we would like to see further comparisons with face-to-face communication and traditional video conferencing in real world contexts and over time.
